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ABSTRACT

This paper focuses on the simulation of heterogeneous sys-
tems, in terms of hardware and software, that contain thou-
sands of various Embedded Control Units (ECUs) which com-
municate with each other throughout a network. Designers
need to simulate ECU interactions to execute and validate
the whole system since hardware and software have strong
mutual dependencies. We propose a modeling approach
based on a Hardware Abstraction Layer (HAL) interface,
which is the main programming constraint, to achieve fast
simulations. Our simulator allows to perform early simu-
lation of heterogeneous ECUs in a few seconds and scales
up to thousands ECUs. Experimental results show that the
simulation speed and the scalability are very similar to state
of the art Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) simulators but
our approach implies lesser constraints about programming
language, and simulation kernel.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

B.7.2 [Integrated Circuits]: Design Aids—Simulation
; B.8.2 [Performance and Reliability]: Performance Anal-
ysis and Design Aids

General Terms

Design, Modeling, Simulation, Performance

1. INTRODUCTION
Many embedded systems are deployed in different do-

mains such as transportation, health, or defense. In those
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domains, embedded systems mostly execute various distri-
buted applications such as control, monitoring or surveil-
lance. Some of those systems[1] contains hundred of micro-
controllers which communicate with each other throughout
a network (e.q. CAN, FlexRay, Zygbee, Wavenis...) to ex-
ecute an application and to provide various services. The
complexity of electronic embedded systems is still growing
and the dependencies between systems increase.

The system dependencies dramatically increase when ex-
ecuting some distributed applications. For example, in WSN
context, localization systems[2], neighborhood discovery pro-
tocol, and especially heterogeneous collaborative sensor net-
works involve a lot of system dependencies. Moreover, hard-
ware and software have strong mutual dependencies such as
power-aware algorithms[3] and power management strate-
gies, for example. Such systems are difficult to specify and
validate. To overcome dependency problems, designers still
need to simulate ECU interactions to execute and validate
the whole application. Designers need to map software onto
an increasing number of virtual ECUs and consequently they
require higher performance from the simulator.

Many approaches and tools focus on simulating a single
ECU but the simulations are too slow for distributed ap-
plications, like WSN ones, that implicitly run on a large
number of ECUs. Simulators like ATEMU[4], Avrora[5],
and TOSSIM[6] are intended to simulate a large number
(thousands) of communicating ECUs. Each of those sim-
ulators targets a particular trade-off between speed, accu-
racy, heterogeneity and scalability to provide useful simula-
tion results: functional validation, timing and/or consump-
tion estimation for example. Those simulators generally put
hard constraints on the framework because they are all-in-
one: language, programming style, specific simulation kernel
and hardware components are very closely associated. As a
consequence, if designers need another trade-off, they must
rewrite codes to migrate to the new framework.

This paper focuses on the following aspects of HW/SW co-
simulations: early simulation, simulation speed, scalability
and especially heterogeneity in terms of both software and
hardware. We propose a modeling approach based on a HAL
interface which is the main programming constraint.

The next section describes briefly the modeling approach
and the chosen abstraction level. We conclude in section 4.
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Figure 1: Multi-abstraction level platform

2. MODELING APPROACH
We propose to use a higher abstraction level to speed up

the simulation: we model hardware core and the transac-
tions only between hardware and software. Modeling trans-
actions between hardware inside an ECU provides an accu-
racy that is not necessarily required to execute and validate
distributed applications at an early stage. Mechanisms like
hardware protocol handshakes are abstracted and pin level
is lost.

Our approach is based on a HAL. The HAL interface pro-
vides a high level access to hardware components. Its initial
function is to abstract the hardware part in order to cleanly
separate the application code from the hardware dependent
code. This clean separation also allows to describe the hard-
ware at the most relevant level of abstraction for the best
simulation trade-off.

Figure 1 depicts a multi-abstraction level platform for the
system simulation. The embedded software is hardware-
independent and drives the hardware only through a HAL
interface. The HAL function may execute drivers code which
implies that the CPU will initiate hardware requests to the
hardware components (cache, RAM, Analog to Digital Con-
verter (ADC), ...). In such a case, the hardware component
is described at any abstraction level (e.g. gate level, Reg-
ister Transaction Level (RTL) or Transaction Level Model
(TLM)[7]).

Our approach is a hybrid abstraction level which abstracts
both the driver and the hardware. At Hardware/Software
Transaction Level (HSTL), simulating does not need accu-
rate hardware descriptions, drivers and the models of CPU
and interconnects. HSTL allows designers to model an ECU
prior the full HW/SW partitioning because complete hard-
ware mapping and memory mapping are not yet needed to
simulate.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
One of our experimental bench is a WSN monitoring ap-

plication and the hardware platform is mono-processor, con-
trol oriented, and power constrained. The network is hetero-
geneous because there are two separate embedded software
programs, and two separate hardware platforms. The first
type of node is dedicated to monitor the temperature and
alert when a temperature fall occurs. The second type is a
kind of messenger to get remotely warned when necessary.
Simulation speed is similar to TOSSIM.

4. CONCLUSIONS
This work focuses on distributed application simulation on

a large number of communicating heterogeneous ECUs. We
propose a modeling approach to perform early hardware/
software simulation at high speed. This approach is based on
high level hardware/software transactions modeling using a
HAL. The proposed framework is intended to help designers
to specify and validate complex heterogeneous systems that
may include strong mutual dependencies.

HSTL modeling is useful to provide estimations about
software performance and hardware consumption over a plain
software model in C. We can simulate the whole network as
soon as hardware independent software becomes available.

Our experimental results show that simulations of hun-
dred heterogeneous nodes described at HSTL reaches a high
speed, similar to the state of the art. In addition, the pro-
posed simulation framework is also flexible because it does
not depend on a restrictive programming language unlike
TOSSIM, in which system designers must implement both
hardware models and embedded software in a single pro-
gramming language based on events. Moreover, our frame-
work enables heterogeneity in terms of both software and
hardware, and also supports simulating at multi-abstraction
level: Designers may choose independently the best abstra-
ction level for each hardware component to obtain the target
trade-off between speed, accuracy and scalability.
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